Rewrite the sentences inserting commas where needed.

1. “The pilot is furious that his bag is lost” said Mr. Brown.
2. “She is very flexible” explained the instructor “because she does gymnastics.”
3. On our family vacation, we sang “Hakuna Matata” “Let It Go” and “Everything is Awesome.”
4. “Friends” “Reading” and “The Purple Cow” are my favorite poems from last year.
5. “Pam” said Mrs. Jones “it is time to go to the science fair.”
6. “Rain and thunder are in the forecast for this weekend” stated the weatherman.
7. “To make sure we are on time” mom said “we will be leaving in five minutes.”
8. “Please turn off your phones during the movie” yelled the worker.

Commamas always go inside the quotation marks.

“Eat your peas,” mom said, “or there will be no dessert!”
Commas and quotation marks

Answers

1. “The pilot is furious that his bag is lost” said Mr. Brown.  
   “The pilot is furious that his bag is lost,” said Mr. Brown.

2. “She is very flexible” explained the instructor “because she does gymnastics.”  
   “She is very flexible,” explained the instructor, “because she does gymnastics.”

3. On our family vacation, we sang “Hakuna Matata” “Let It Go” and “Everything is Awesome.”  
   On our family vacation, we sang “Hakuna Matata,” “Let It Go,” and “Everything is Awesome.”

4. “Friends” “Reading” and “The Purple Cow” are my favorite poems from last year.  
   “Friends,” “Reading,” and “The Purple Cow” are my favorite poems from last year.

5. “Pam” said Mrs. Jones “it is time to go to the science fair.”  
   “Pam,” said Mrs. Jones, “it is time to go to the science fair.”

6. “Rain and thunder are in the forecast for this weekend” stated the weatherman.  
   “Rain and thunder are in the forecast for this weekend,” stated the weatherman.

7. “To make sure we are on time” mom said “we will be leaving in five minutes.”  
   “To make sure we are on time,” mom said, “we will be leaving in five minutes.”

8. “Please turn off your phones during the movie” yelled the worker.  
   “Please turn off your phones during the movie,” yelled the worker.